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1984 AND THE 
EPIGRAPHIC SURVEY 

1984 marks the sixtieth anniversary of the work of the 
Oriental Institute's Epigraphic Survey, founded in 1924 by 
James Henry B~easted. A celebration in Luxor, including 
lectures, receptIOns and visits by high ranking officials of 
the Egyptian Antiquities Organization, was planned for 
March by our Egyptological Consultant, Dr. Labib Habachi. 
The festivities were to be coordinated with the fifteenth 
anniversary of the work of the Franco-Egyptian Centre at 
Karnak and that of the Polish Archaeological Mission to 
Deir el-Bahri. Tragedy struck on 18 February, however, 
when Dr. Habachi passed away in hospital in Cairo. All of us 
at Chicago House were deeply grieved and shall severely 
feel the loss of our devoted friend and counselor, whom we 
had grown to know and love so well. 

The death of Dr. Habachi marks the end of an era in 
Egyptology. A whole generation of Egyptologists is indebted 
to Labib Habachi for his help and expert advice, not only on 
scholarly matters, but particularly in regard to fieldwork in 
Egypt itself. Nobody had more intimate knowledge of the 
physical remains of the pharaonic Egyptians than did Labib, 
who had served as Inspector for the Egyptian Antiquities 
Department in every area of the country. He was always 
ready to encourage others engaged in worthwhile projects, 
to give them logistical advice , and to provide introductions 
to local officials. Dr. Habachi's passing was marked by a 
church service in Cairo, attended by ambassadors, the heads 
of the foreign institutes, and even by a representative of 
Egyptian President Hosny Mubarak. But Labib was most at 

Funeral procession boarding the ferry to take Labib Habachi 's coffin 
across the Nile. (photo S.B. Shubert) 
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Horse-drawn hearse which took Labib Habachi 's coffin from the train 
station to the river. (photo S.B. Shubert) 

home amongst the pharaonic splendors of Luxor, and it was 
in Luxor that he wished to be buried. 

Dr. Habachi's body was sent to Luxor by train, and was 
met by a large crowd of Egyptians and members of the 
various foreign missions (French, Polish and German) work
ing in Luxor as well as by the Chicago House staff. When 
the coffin and large ornate floral arrangements were carried 
~ff the train , the funeral procession began immediately 
r~ght through the train station. Once outside, the proces
sIOn was led by Luxor's Coptic marching band, forsaking 
for once the march from Aida to play a funeral dirge. 
Religious banners and floral arrangements followed. The 
coffin was placed in a horse-drawn hearse decorated in the 
baroque style with gilded putti . The mourners followed 
behi?d this , crowding the main street of Luxor and stopping 
traffIC. As. we passed down Station Street,the shopkeepers 
drew theIr shutters closed as a sign of respect. The 
Franciscan church tolled its bell as the procession 
approached. Labib was to be buried in the beautiful west 
just as were his pharaonic ancestors before him. His coffi~ 
was ferried across the Nile , and a cortege of 18 vehicles took 
the funeral procession to the Coptic monastery of Deir 
el-Moharreb in the desert west of Medinet Habu where Dr. 
Habachi had prepared his tomb. The funeral was an elabo
rate display of affection and respect for a man widely known 
and loved. One imagines that in essence it differed little in 
tone from the funereal processions depicted in the Theban 
tombs of three hundred centuries ago. 
S~me twelve days after the funeral , Dr. Habachi's widow, 

Attelya, and the members of the Permanent Committee of 
the Egyptian Antiquities Organization came up from Cairo 
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to pay their respects at the tomb. The reception planned to 
celebrate the sixtieth anniversary of the Epigraphic Survey 
was transformed into a tribute to Dr. Habachi, including a 
display of his numerous publications through which he has 
already gained a type of immortality. Helena Jaeschke 
worked wonders with the flowers from the Chicago House 
garden to provide beautiful floral decorations. Martha Bell 
produced an astounding array of cakes, cookies (including 
chocolate chip), brownies and cupcakes (eaten with spoons 
or forks by many of the very polite guests). Throughout all 
this we were greatly assisted by three visiting American 
scholars, guests at Chicago House, who interrupted their 
own research to pitch in and help us entertain our Egyptian 
guests. 

This emphasizes the point that the Chicago House family 
is not limited to the ten or so permanent staff members or 
even to the larger group associated with the Epigraphic 
Survey through the Oriental Institute and the University of 
Chicago. It is true that some Egyptologists, specializing in 
philology for instance, pursue their scholarship exclusively 
in the library and at their desks. But for many others, their 
work brings them to Egypt and to Luxor, which has the 
largest concentration of pharaonic monuments from the 
New Kingdom of any place in Egypt. For most American 
scholars and many of other nationalities, this almost auto
matically means turning to Chicago House for advice , aid 
and often food and lodging as well. Heads of missions have 
almost routinely been able to count on Chicago House to 
act as a communications center, to receive mail, cables, 
telephone calls and to pass on messages. Practical support 
in the terms of repair or lending out of equipment and 
storage facilities has also been provided to numerous other 
expeditions, as have such administrative services as the 
safekeeping of funds . All of this has to be carried out in the 
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"Eric ". Chicago House hermit crab. (photo H. Jaeschke) 
Left-1983 Halloween Masquerade at Chicago House. including staff 
members of the Epigraphic Survey. the Franco-Egyptian Centre at Karnak. 
the Brooklyn Museum Mut Temple Project. the Free University of West 
Berlin. the Canadian Institute in Egypt and the ETA P Hotel. Luxor. (photo 
H. Jaeschke) 
Top - 1983-84 staff of the Epigraphic Survey standing in fron t of L'.,lxor 
Temple. (Left to right) Front row: Susan Lezon. Barbara Garfi. Bill 
Murnane. Richard Jaeschke. Martha Bell; Back row: Sal Garfi. Steven 
Shubert. Helena Jaeschke. Ray Johnson and Lanny Bell. (photo S. Lezon) 

course of our normal work day at Chicago House , and it is 
not unusual for the director to have to run out just at supper 
time to deliver a telephone message to a colleague. 

You do not have to be a world renowned Egyptologist to 
be well received at Chicago House. Oriental Institute mem
bers w~o have written ahead are welcomed at tea , and any 
serious student of Egyptology working on a specific project 
in Egypt is able to make use of Chicago House's facilities. I 
remember my first visit to Chicago House. I was a second 
year graduate student at the University of Toronto and had 
come out to Luxor to work on an excavation at East Karnak. 
We worked at the dig from 5:30 AM until 12:30 PM and 
then had our dinner at 1 PM. Since it was during the school 
term (Nov.-Dec. ), I had to keep up with my regular course 
work while I was away. I typically was able to get to Chicago 
House by 2 PM, and was able to work in the library on my 

translations, usually in the alcove that was Labib Habachi's 
favorite nook at Chicago House. Not only did I find a book 
particularly germane to my topic of study which was not 
available in Toronto at that time (and which speeded my 
work considerably), but Martha Bell was kind enough to 
find me a spot to store my papers in her office; and Bill 
Murnane stopped by my desk to recite Coptic verse tc me. I 
was made welcome at tea at 5 PM, which provided a wel
come respite from my labors and fortified me for the walk 
back through the Karnak temple in the dark, dodging the 
spotlights of the Sound & Light production, if I couldn't get 
a ride back to East Karnak. 

Once when I wanted to make a special birthday celebra
tion for two members of the excavation, I was not only able 
to get flowers from the Chicago House garden (there are no 
florists in Luxor); but Martha Bell arranged to fly a special 
birthday cake down from Cairo and Lanny donated some 
wine for the festive occasion. Another time there was an 
emergency at the site while our director was away attending 
the wake of a close relative of our cook. A staff member was 
stung by a scorpion. After much deliberation we had finally 
gotten her to the Luxor Hospital when one staff member 
thought to turn to Chicago House for aid. She ran down the 
street and found Lanny Bell, who immediately dropped 
what he was doing to accompany her back to the hospital 
with a pre-packaged syringe and measured dose of anti
scorpion vaccine. It turned out that the hospital was able to 
provide the proper medication, but that doesn't detract 
from the point that Chicago House was ready and able to 
respond in an emergency. This past season after a tragic 
accident on the corniche between a truck loaded with sand 
and a horse-drawn carriage , one Chicago House staff mem
ber was able to help get two injured French tourists to the 
Luxor Hospital, another Chicago House staff member was 
able to provide French! Arabic translation services, while 
yet a third Chicago House staffer organized a search for a 
visiting Canadian MD (a member of another archaeologi
cal mission who had stayed some days at Chicago House), 
who was able to consult with the doctors in treating and 
bandaging the injured parties. 

Perhaps the most unusual request for aid Chicago House 
has ever dealt with came last Rill, when one night after 
supper, one of our first guests of the season was startled to 
find one of the 'sea shells' which she had just collected from 
the Red Sea coast had crawled out of her handbag and was 
scuttling along the floor. The good lady was quite alarmed 
at the "stowaway" and asked us if we would take care of the 
little hermit crab. The result was that for several weeks 
Chicago House had a pet hermit crab. We named it "Eric" 
and after it escaped from the bowl we had placed it in , we 
made a whole "environment" for it in a bright blue tisht. or 
pan , with sand, coral and a saline solution (to simulate the 
sea). We fed Eric on bits of fish, chicken and meat, but 
found out rather belatedly that his favorite food was boiled 
rice. Although he made the best of his new little 
environment, burrowing in the sand and climbing on the 
coral, we knew that Eric felt called back to the sea and 
arranged a jaunt out to Quseir to repatriate the little crab to 
his native habitat. 

Our first attempt to repatriate Eric did not get very far. 
One Sunday morning just about the entire staff was mobi
lized and, along with a picnic lunch , packed into the Land 
Rover. The conservators had made a little carrying case for 
Eric with sand in the bottom and a soft mesh screen over the 
top. As soon as he was put in , Eric attached himself to the 
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mesh and hanging J.Ipside down, began to meticulously pick 
away at the screeningin the hope of digging himself out. We 
had gotten only to the road l«aging out of Luxor to the 
airport before the Land Rover's engine began to make such 
groans and hisses tbat ' we hag to pull over and. stick our 
collective noses under the hood. When it appeared that no 
simple adjustment was to be made, we gave up all thought 
of traversing hundreds of kilometers of rarely freqqented 
desert roads and returned home. 

The next week, with a completely overh~uled Land 
Rover, we ~et out again; this time we successfully made it to 
the Red Sea and the site of Quseir, dug by the Oriental 
Il1stitute from 1978-82. We piled out of the Lilnd Rover for 
the ceremonial ' ~ releasing of the hermit crab" with cameras 
poised to record the ~ historic event. Suddenly out from 
.behind a sand dune a uniformed Egyptian officer appeared 
and told us "NO PHOTOS"! We reluctantly put our cam
eras away as a jeep drove up with more Egyptian soldiers. 
Formalities were necessary and ten sets of passports and 
antiquities passes had tobeproduceg. These were whisked 
off to a little guard post set ona headland about a mile away. 
We were free to release our hermit crab, enjoy our picnic 
lunch, bathe and poke around in the ruins. An hour or two 
,later we were ready to leave and went off to theguardpost to 
retrieve our passports. While engaged in this delicate 
transaction, field director Lanny Bell was asked if he were a 
"doctor".Wondering if eveI;ything was in order with his 
passport and ,antiquities pass, Lanny shyly replied ':.yes", 
onlY to be surprised with a request for aspirin!,We were able 
to round up some aspirin in the Land Rover anp passports in 
hand waved good-bye to a very happy Egyptian soldier and 
his aspirin. 
, It is hard to imagine how many times such stories, could 

be repeated throughou~ the long history of Chicago House. 
Quite rightly, the Epigraphic Survey has emphasized its 
scholar}y work; the painstaking method it has developed to 
record the standing monuments of ancient Thebes arid 
hence preserve them for posterity, its publications and 
rese()rch activities. Nevertheless, this support for other mis
sions . and other scholars should not go unnoticed by the 
Otientallnstitute membership. In avery re?1 way the Orien
tal Instituteissingl~-handedly running its own institute in 
Egypt, one which compares not JInfavorably with the great 
national institutes (French, German , Austrian, ltali~lO , 
Japanese & Polish) which ,operate in Cairo': Like these 
institutions, Chicago House provides a research library, 
room and board for scholars, and help in dealing with the 
perplexities of life in Egypt. Unlike' 'these institutions, 
however, ,Chicago House has, no, offical status; the Epi~ 
graphi~ Survey is treated as an individual archaeological 
mission working in Egypt. Also unlike these other institu
tions Which are .connected witb their respective embassies: 
whose directors are accorded diplomatic status,. which have 
full time administrative staff and whose funds are provided 
by their respective governments, the Epigraphic Survey is 
,an entirely privately run affair. This has given it the freedom 
to locate its Egyptian headquarters in Upper Egypt close to 
the ancient monuments of Thebes. As we enter our seventh 
decad7 at Chicago House, we plan to continue our work 
apace on the inscriptions and reliefs, yet still expect to be 
able tofind time to offer freely our facilities and assistance 
to visitors and other scholars with humor, good will ,and 
enthusiasm. ,. 

Steven Blake Shubert 

, ' 

FALL MEMBERS' CO·URSES 

The Arts Of Ancient Mesopotamia 
This eight week course unfolds the rich heritage of 

Mesopotamian art- art which still leaves its mark on today's 
world. The people of ancient Iraq and Iran created power
ful sculptures, 6ronzes and reliefs, but were also skilled in . 
the .. fine arts: seals, jewelry, fUrniture, embroidery. The 
course provides the cultural-historical background of . 
selected objects; the materials of which they are made, and 
explanations of production techniques. 

Ancient texts in which tQe Mesopotamians themselves 
describe their art works, the procurement of materials, 
production techniques, and appearance of the finished item 
will b~ used to ~nable us to see these wor!<s through the eyes 
of theIr contemporar ies. ' " . 

Suggested text: Henri Franfort, The Art and Architecture 
of the Ancient Orient. Pelican History of 
Art. (Baltimore: Penguin Books, Inc., 
197QeditHon). Paperback:$8.45 (or more, 

. by now).' . 

. INSTRt]CTOR:JOYCE BARTELS 

Bibl~ca]Background!i: the Bible In Its Historical Setting 
From Abraham· To 'Jesus 

" 

In a series of eight illustrated lectures, this class Will . 
expJorethe world ofthe·Bjble. Using the B.iblical narrative 
as a 'framework i we shall draw on the,disciplines of history, 
. archaeology," art . history . and . literature , in order.to under.
stand better the larger world in which the peoples of ancient 
Palestine lived, an:o the political, geographical andculturaI 
forces which helped to shape their des,times. 

INSTRlJCTOR:'JAMES A. ARMSTRONG 

Classes wjIl meet every Saturday morning from 10 a.m. to 
noon, October 13 through December 8 (except November 
24) at the. Oriental Institute, Tuition is $50 formembers. For 
more information call the Education Office , 962-9507 

Please register me fO.r the course 

o The Arts of Ancient Mesopotamia · 
o Biblical Backgrounds 
o I am a member and enclose a check for $50. 
o I am not a member but enclose a SEPARATE check 

for $25 to cover a one year Oriental Institute member" 
ship. 

Address~---: ________ ~_-,-~ _____ -,---_ 

City State ___ Zip ___ _ 

Daytime telephone 

Please make all checks payable to THE ORIE~TAL 
INSTITUTE. Please register by Wednesday, October 10. 
Mail to: EDUCATION OFFICE, The ,Oriental Institute , 
1155 East 58th Street, Chicago , IL 60637 . . 
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-', ' CHICAGO HOUSE NEEDS HELP 

INSTITUTE ANNOUNCES FIVE YEAR 
FUND-RAISING PLAN FOR CHICAGO HOUSE 

In this 60th ~ulniversary year of the founding of the Epi
graphic Survey in Egypt, the Oriental Institute is announc
ing a 5 year effort to raise Ir\oney for the support of the 
Survey at Chicago House. While all other Oriental Institute 
projects still need the support they have been getting from 
members and friends , a change in the money available in 
Egypt to the Epigraphic Survey (see article below),leaves 
Chicago House with an urgent need for money and pledges 
in order to continue its'work on the monuments at Luxor. 

WHAT IS CHICAGO HOUSE, AND WHY 
IS IT APPEALING FOR SUPPORT? 

Since 1924, the Epigraphic Survey, based at Chicago 
House in Luxor, Egypt, has been one of the major long-term 
research commitments of the Oriental Institute of the Uni
versity of Chicago. It was founded by James Henry Breasted 
to publish 'facsimiles of the scenes and inscriptions on the 
walls cif Pharaonic monuments in and around Luxor. They 
had suffered "a distressing amount of damage" since theiirst 
records were made by the Napoleonic expedition in 1798-
1801 and Breasted felt it was a "supreme obligation-of 
orientalists to make a comprehensive effort to save for poster
ity the enormous body of ancient records stills!lrviving in 
Egypt:' ,. 

The standard aimed at is very high. The copies are to be in 
every, respect a substitute for the originals, incorporating 
what careful study can make out of the originals, what earlier 
generations were still able to see, whatever displaced frag
ments can still be located scattered around Luxor or 
elsewhere. The preciSion should be adequate not only for 
today's research but also for the probJemsand methods of the 
future-when the originals mightno.longerexist. The method 
that the Epigraphic Survey developed combines the skills of 
photographer, artist, and Egyptologist; the finished draw
ings record many significant details not ' visible in a 
photograph, especially in areas of damage or recutting. Not 
even the best photograph can record the minutedifference!n 
texture between the remains of a damaged line and an acci
dental scratch or document a feature lost in shadow or 
light - and it may create illusory detail. When the original 
carving is at the limit of intelligibility, photography alone 
may be worse than useless. A reliable record carl be made 
only by those who understand what they see; therefore, 
Chicago House , a complete Egyptological research insti
tute with a full library, is an essential tool of the Epigraphic 
Survey. 

The published work of the Epigraphic Survey stands as 
the monument to Breasted's foresight. Fifteen folio volumes 
of plates have appeared so far and three more are in 
preparation; they are universally recognized as the stan
dard of precision and accuracy. In addition, members of the 
Epigraphic Survey have published more than fifteen vol
umes of studies based on or related to these records. In 
Egypt and internationally, a good deal of the reputation of 
the University of Chicago, . andespeciaUy the Oriental 
Institute, rests on Chicago House. But Chicago House also 
functions as a major internationalresource- it is the only 
permanent archaeological institute south of Cairo and its 

research facilities are used intensively by Egyptian and 
foreign scholars (just as Americans use Egyptian, French , 
German, and Swiss libraries in Cairo). 

Currentiy, the monuments are even more threatened than 
they were in Breasted's day. In 'addition to damage caused 
by natural forces such as wind and sun and . by vandals, 
thieves, and the hordes of enthusiastic tourists, the gravest 
danger comes from the salts within the stone itself. They 
migrate to the surface, obscure the reliefs, and finally cause 
the carving to blister and flake off. This process has been 
accelerated since the completion of the new Aswan Dam by 
year-round irrigation and the increased use of chemical 
fertilizers, which have raised the water table and the level of 
salinity in the soil. 

But even as the salvage work of the Epigraphic Survey 
becomes more important, one of the major sourcesof funding 
for it has disappeared. For almost twenty years its in-Egypt 
operating budget (up to almost $100,000 per year out of a 
total of $240,(00) has come through the Smithsonian Insti
tute Foreign Currency Program, authorized under Pub~jc 
Law 480. This program has come to an end .and the last 
funds appropriated under it will be spent in 1984/85. No 
more "excess" Egyptian pounds owed the United States will 
be made available for scholarly purposes. 

It is for this reason that we an~ now ·involved in our 
current fund-raising program for Chicago House. We believe 
that the work of the Epigraphic Survey is important and 
that it is impQrtant to the University of Chicago. A number 
of our faculty have pledged significant amounts< to help 
insure its long-term future, b~t the faculty can doorrly so 
much. We hope that you wilL join us in supporting this 
project. . 

Janet H. Johnson 

1 hereby pledge to The Oriental Institute for the support 
of Chicago House 

before December 31, 1984 ____ -'-,__--'----

before December 31, 1985 __________ _ 

before December 31, 1986_-'---''--___ -'--'--_----''---'-

before December 31,1987 

before December 31,1988_-'-_--''--_____ _ 

NAME __ ~ ______ ~~--------------~_ 

ADDRESS ____ ~~~ __________ ~ ______ ~ 

CITY __ ~ _____ _ STATE __ ZIP,-' _---'~. 

TELEPONE 

Mail to: Membership Office, The Oriental Institute, 1155 
East 58th Street , Chicago, Illinois 60637 , (312) 962-9513. 
We will send you a reminder at the appropriate time. Pl.ease 
make checks payable to THE ORIENTAL INSTITUTE, 
with a notation on the memo ponion that they are for 
Chicago House. 
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